Wireless Network Connections at SCF as of September 2010

1. Determine if your laptop computer has wireless capability by looking at the right side of the Taskbar for the Wireless Network icon.

2. One click on the Wireless Network icon to view the available wireless network;

3. One click on “Refresh network list” if no wireless network appears in the right hand side pane.

When your network list appears:

SCF-Students – This wireless network is for SCF students only. Security and encryption standards have been implemented utilizing WPA2/AES. Students will be prompted to enter a key when first attaching to this wireless network. The key is GoManatees!. Users will then be prompted with a login page once they open their browser of choice. The login credentials are the same as their SCFconnect User ID or SCF e-mail User ID. An instruction sheet is available for students in the SCFconnect Help Center, Student Help Tips channel.

SCF-CS – This wireless network is for Collegiate/Charter school students. Collegiate School faculty, employees or visitors are encouraged to call the Help Desk if additional instruction is needed.

SCF-Guests – This wireless network is for guest users that need internet access only. These users are terminated outside of the firewall, preventing them from accessing internal resources. Please contact the Help Desk for a temporary guest account – 752-5357 (internally x65357)